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7s contain -ND- 

ABANDON AABDNNO to leave or give up completely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABOUNDS ABDNOSU ABOUND, to have large number or amount [v] 

ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n] 

ADLANDS AADDLNS ADLAND, world of advertising [n] 

AGENDAS AADEGNS AGENDA, list of things to be done [n] 

AGENDUM ADEGMNU item on agenda [n -S] 

ALIUNDE ADEILNU from source extrinsic to matter at hand [adv] 

ALMONDS ADLMNOS ALMOND, edible nut of small tree [n] 

ALMONDY ADLMNOY ALMOND, edible nut of small tree [adj] 

AMENDED ADDEEMN AMEND, to improve (to make better) [v] 

AMENDER ADEEMNR one that amends (to improve (to make better)) [n -S] 

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANDANTE AADENNT moderately slow musical passage [n -S] 

ANDIRON ADINNOR metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n -S] 

ANDROID ADDINOR synthetic man [n -S] 

APPENDS ADENPPS APPEND, to add as supplement [v] 

ASCENDS ACDENSS ASCEND, to go or move upward [v] 

ASUNDER ADENRSU into pieces [adv] 

ATTENDS ADENSTT ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

AUGENDS ADEGNSU AUGEND, number to which another is to be added [n] 

BANDAGE AABDEGN to cover wound with strip of cloth [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BANDAID AABDDIN providing superficial relief [adj] 

BANDANA AAABDNN bandanna (large, colored handkerchief) [n -S] 

BANDBOX ABBDNOX lightweight box [n -ES] 

BANDEAU AABDENU headband (band worn on head) [n -S, -X] 

BANDERS ABDENRS BANDER, one that bands (to decorate with flexible strips of material) [n] 

BANDIED ABDDEIN BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANDIER ABDEINR BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BANDIES ABDEINS BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANDING ABDGINN presence of stripes of contrasting colors [n -S] / BAND, to decorate with flexible strips of material [v] 

BANDITO ABDINOT bandit (robber (one that robs (rob))) [n -S] 

BANDITS ABDINST BANDIT, robber (one that robs (to take property from illegally)) [n] 

BANDOGS ABDGNOS BANDOG, watchdog [n] 

BANDORA AABDNOR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

BANDORE ABDENOR ancient lute [n -S] 

BANDSAW AABDNSW to cut with continuous saw [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANDURA AABDNRU Ukrainian stringed instrument [n -S] 

BEHINDS BDEHINS BEHIND, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

BENDAYS ABDENSY BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BENDEES BDEEENS BENDEE, bendy (okra (tall annual herb)) [n] 

BENDERS BDEENRS BENDER, one that bends (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n] 

BENDIER BDEEINR BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BENDING BDEGINN BEND, to curve (to deviate from straightness) [v] 

BEYONDS BDENOSY BEYOND, something that lies farther ahead [n] 

BINDERS BDEINRS BINDER, one that binds (to tie or secure) [n] 
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BINDERY BDEINRY place where books are bound [n -RIES] 

BINDING BDGIINN cover and fastenings of book [n -S] / BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BINDLES BDEILNS BINDLE, bundle [n] 

BLANDER ABDELNR BLAND, soothing [adj] 

BLANDLY ABDLLNY BLAND, soothing [adv] 

BLENDED BDDEELN BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLENDER BDEELNR one that blends (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [n -S] 

BLENDES BDEELNS BLENDE, shiny mineral [n] 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINDER BDEILNR BLIND, sightless [adj] / obstruction to sight [n -S] 

BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind (sightless) manner [adv] 

BLONDER BDELNOR BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLONDES BDELNOS BLONDE, blond (person with blond hair) [n] 

BLUNDER BDELNRU to make mistake [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BONDAGE ABDEGNO slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n -S] 

BONDERS BDENORS BONDER, one that bonds (to join together) [n] 

BONDING BDGINNO formation of close personal relationship [n -S] / BOND, to join together [v] 

BONDMAN ABDMNNO male slave [n -MEN] 

BONDUCS BCDNOSU BONDUC, prickly seed [n] 

BOUNDED BDDENOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BOUNDEN BDENNOU obliged [adj] 

BOUNDER BDENORU one that bounds (to tie or secure) [n -S] 

BRANDED ABDDENR BRAND, to mark with hot iron [v] 

BRANDER ABDENRR one that brands (to mark with hot iron) [n -S] 

BRINDED BDDEINR brindled (streaked) [adj] 

BRINDLE BDEILNR brindled color [n -S] 

BUNDIST BDINSTU member of bund [n -S] 

BUNDLED BDDELNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BUNDLER BDELNRU one that bundles (to fasten group of objects together) [n -S] 

BUNDLES BDELNSU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

CALANDO AACDLNO gradually diminishing [adj] 

CALENDS ACDELNS first day of Roman month [n CALENDS] 

CANDELA AACDELN unit of light intensity [n -S] 

CANDENT ACDENNT glowing [adj] 

CANDIDA AACDDIN parasitic fungus [n -S] 

CANDIDS ACDDINS CANDID, unposed photograph [n] 

CANDIED ACDDEIN CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDIES ACDEINS CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDLED ACDDELN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANDLER ACDELNR one that candles (to examine eggs in front of light) [n -S] 

CANDLES ACDELNS CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANDORS ACDNORS CANDOR, frankness; sincerity [n] 

CANDOUR ACDNORU candor (frankness; sincerity) [n -S] 

CHUNDER CDEHNRU to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CINDERS CDEINRS CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

CINDERY CDEINRY containing cinders [adj] 
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CONDEMN CDEMNNO to criticize severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDIGN CDGINNO deserved; appropriate [adj] 

CONDOES CDENOOS CONDO, individually owned unit in multiunit structure [n] 

CONDOLE CDELNOO to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CONDOMS CDMNOOS CONDOM, prophylactic [n] 

CONDONE CDENNOO to forgive or overlook [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CONDORS CDNOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONDUCE CCDENOU to contribute to result [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CONDUCT CCDNOTU to lead or guide [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDUIT CDINOTU channel or pipe for conveying fluids [n -S] 

CONDYLE CDELNOY protuberance on bone [n -S] 

CUNDUMS CDMNSUU CUNDUM, condom (prophylactic) [n] 

DANDERS ADDENRS DANDER, to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

DANDIER ADDEINR DANDY, fine (excellent) [adj] 

DANDIES ADDEINS DANDY, man who is overly concerned about his appearance [n] 

DANDIFY ADDFINY to cause to resemble dandy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DANDILY ADDILNY in dandy (fine (excellent)) manner [adv] 

DANDLED ADDDELN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DANDLER ADDELNR one that dandles (to fondle (to caress)) [n -S] 

DANDLES ADDELNS DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DAUNDER ADDENRU to dander (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFENDS DDEEFNS DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFUNDS DDEFNSU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v] 

DEMANDS ADDEMNS DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DENDRON DDENNOR dendrite (branched part of nerve cell) [n -S] 

DEPENDS DDEENPS DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DESANDS ADDENSS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DINDLED DDDEILN DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v] 

DINDLES DDEILNS DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v] 

DIRNDLS DDILNRS DIRNDL, woman's dress [n] 

DROWNDS DDNORSW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DUENDES DDEENSU DUENDE, charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n] 

DWINDLE DDEILNW to decrease steadily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EFFENDI DEEFFIN Turkish title of respect [n -S] 

EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

EMENDER DEEEMNR one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S] 

ENDARCH ACDEHNR formed from center outward [adj] 

ENDCAPS ACDENPS ENDCAP, display of products at end of aisle in store [n] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEMIC CDEEIMN endemial disease [n -S] 

ENDGAME ADEEGMN last stage of chess game [n -S] 

ENDINGS DEGINNS ENDING, termination [n] 

ENDITED DDEEINT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDITES DEEINST ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDIVES DEEINSV ENDIVE, herb cultivated as salad plant [n] 

ENDLEAF ADEEFLN endpaper (sheet of paper used in bookbinding) [n -S, -AVES] 
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ENDLESS DEELNSS enduring forever (indefinite length of time) [adj] 

ENDLONG DEGLNNO lengthwise [adv] 

ENDMOST DEMNOST farthest [adj] 

ENDNOTE DEENNOT note placed at end of text [n -S] 

ENDOGEN DEEGNNO type of plant [n -S] 

ENDOPOD DDENOOP branch of crustacean limb [n -S] 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENDOWED DDEENOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v] 

ENDOWER DEENORW one that endows (to provide with something) [n -S] 

ENDPLAY ADELNPY to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDRINS DEINNRS ENDRIN, insecticide [n] 

ENDUING DEGINNU ENDUE, to provide with some quality or gift [v] 

ENDURED DDEENRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDURER DEENRRU one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n -S] 

ENDURES DEENRSU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDUROS DENORSU ENDURO, long race [n] 

ENDWAYS ADENSWY endwise (lengthwise) [adv] 

ENDWISE DEEINSW lengthwise [adv] 

ENWINDS DEINNSW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

ERRANDS ADENRRS ERRAND, short trip made for particular purpose [n] 

EXPANDS ADENPSX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPENDS DEENPSX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXTENDS DEENSTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

FANDOMS ADFMNOS FANDOM, aggregate of enthusiastic devotees [n] 

FAZENDA AADEFNZ Brazilian plantation [n -S] 

FENDERS DEEFNRS FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [n] 

FENDING DEFGINN FEND, to ward off [v] 

FINDERS DEFINRS FINDER, one that finds (to come upon after search) [n] 

FINDING DFGIINN something that is found [n -S] / FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

FLINDER DEFILNR small fragment [n -S] 

FONDANT ADFNNOT soft, creamy candy [n -S] 

FONDEST DEFNOST FOND, having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [adj] 

FONDING DFGINNO FOND, to display affection [v] 

FONDLED DDEFLNO FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDLER DEFLNOR one that fondles (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [n -S] 

FONDLES DEFLNOS FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDUED DDEFNOU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FONDUES DEFNOSU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FOUNDED DDEFNOU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

FOUNDER DEFNORU to become disabled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOUNDRY DFNORUY establishment in which metal is cast [n -RIES] 

FRIENDS DEFINRS FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

FRONDED DDEFNOR FROND, type of leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

FUNDERS DEFNRSU FUNDER, provider of money [n] 

FUNDING DFGINNU money provided for particular purpose [n -S] / FUND, to provide money for [v] 

GANDERS ADEGNRS GANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 
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GENDERS DEEGNRS GENDER, to engender (to bring into existence) [v] 

GERUNDS DEGNRSU GERUND, verbal noun [n] 

GLANDES ADEGLNS GLANS, tip of penis or clitoris [n] 

GONDOLA ADGLNOO long, narrow boat [n -S] 

GOONDAS ADGNOOS GOONDA, hired thug [n] 

GRANDAD AADDGNR granddad (grandfather) [n -S] 

GRANDAM AADGMNR grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDEE ADEEGNR man of high social position [n -S] 

GRANDER ADEGNRR GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

GRANDLY ADGLNRY in grand (large and impressive) manner [adv] 

GRANDMA AADGMNR grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDPA AADGNPR grandfather [n -S] 

GRINDED DDEGINR GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

GRINDER DEGINRR one that grinds (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [n -S] 

GROUNDS DGNORSU GROUND, GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

GUNDOGS DGGNOSU GUNDOG, hunting dog [n] 

HANDBAG AABDGHN small carrying bag [n -S] 

HANDCAR AACDHNR hand-operated railroad car [n -S] 

HANDERS ADEHNRS HANDER, one that hands (to present with hand (end of forearm)) [n] 

HANDFUL ADFHLNU as much as hand can hold [n -S, -DSFUL] 

HANDGUN ADGHNNU small firearm [n -S] 

HANDIER ADEHINR HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HANDILY ADHILNY in handy (convenient for handling) manner [adv] 

HANDING ADGHINN HAND, to present with hand (end of forearm) [v] 

HANDLED ADDEHLN HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDLER ADEHLNR one that handles (to touch with hands) [n -S] 

HANDLES ADEHLNS HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDOFF ADFFHNO play in football [n -S] 

HANDOUT ADHNOTU something given out free [n -S] 

HANDSAW AADHNSW saw used manually [n -S] 

HANDSEL ADEHLNS to give gift to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

HANDSET ADEHNST type of telephone [n -S] 

HINDERS DEHINRS HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

HINDGUT DGHINTU rear part of alimentary canal [n -S] 

HONDLED DDEHLNO HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONDLES DEHLNOS HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HORNDOG DGHNOOR sexually aggressive man [n -S] 

HOUNDED DDEHNOU HOUND, to pursue relentlessly [v] 

HOUNDER DEHNORU one that hounds (to pursue relentlessly) [n -S] 

HUNDRED DDEHNRU number [n -S] 

IMPENDS DEIMNPS IMPEND, to be imminent [v] 

INDABAS AABDINS INDABA, meeting of South African tribes [n] 

INDAMIN ADIIMNN indamine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

INDEEDY DDEEINY used to emphasize affirmative [interj] 

INDENES DEEINNS INDENE, hydrocarbon [n] 

INDENTS DEINNST INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 
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INDEXED DDEEINX INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INDEXER DEEINRX one that indexes (to provide with index) [n -S] 

INDEXES DEEINSX INDEX, type of reference guide at end of book [n] / INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INDICAN ACDIINN chemical compound [n -S] 

INDICES CDEIINS INDEX, type of reference guide at end of book [n] 

INDICIA ACDIIIN distinctive mark [n -S] 

INDICTS CDIINST INDICT, to charge with crime [v] 

INDIGEN DEGIINN indigene (native (original inhabitant of area)) [n -S] 

INDIGOS DGIINOS INDIGO, blue dye [n] 

INDITED DDEIINT INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDITER DEIINRT one that indites (to write or compose) [n -S] 

INDITES DEIINST INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDIUMS DIIMNSU INDIUM, metallic element [n] 

INDOLES DEILNOS INDOLE, chemical compound [n] 

INDOORS DINOORS in or into house [adv] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INDOWED DDEINOW INDOW, to endow (to provide with something) [v] 

INDOXYL DILNOXY chemical compound [n -S] 

INDRAFT ADFINRT inward flow or current [n -S] 

INDRAWN ADINNRW drawn in [adj] 

INDUCED CDDEINU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCER CDEINRU one that induces (to influence into doing something) [n -S] 

INDUCES CDEINSU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTS CDINSTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INDUING DGIINNU INDUE, to endue (to provide with some quality or gift) [v] 

INDULGE DEGILNU to yield to desire of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

INDULIN DIILNNU induline (blue dye) [n -S] 

INDULTS DILNSTU INDULT, privilege granted by pope [n] 

INDUNAS ADINNSU INDUNA, tribal overseer in Africa [n] 

INDWELL DEILLNW to live within [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

INDWELT DEILNTW INDWELL, to live within [v] 

INLANDS ADILNNS INLAND, interior of region [n] 

INTENDS DEINNST INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] 

INWINDS DIINNSW INWIND, to enwind (to wind around) [v] 

ISLANDS ADILNSS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

JOINDER DEIJNOR joining of parties in lawsuit [n -S] 

KALENDS ADEKLNS calends (first day of Roman month) [n KALENDS] 

KINDEST DEIKNST KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

KINDLED DDEIKLN KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KINDLER DEIKLNR one that kindles (to cause to burn) [n -S] 

KINDLES DEIKLNS KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KINDRED DDEIKNR natural grouping [n -S] 

LAGENDS ADEGLNS LAGEND, lagan (goods thrown into sea with buoy attached to enable recovery) [n] 

LANDAUS AADLNSU LANDAU, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

LANDERS ADELNRS LANDER, one that lands (to set down upon land (solid ground)) [n] 

LANDING ADGILNN place for discharging or taking on passengers or cargo [n -S] / LAND, to set down upon land (solid ground) [v] 
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LANDLER ADELLNR slow Austrian dance [n -S] 

LANDMAN AADLMNN one who lives and works on land [n -MEN] 

LAUNDER ADELNRU to wash clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAUNDRY ADLNRUY collection of clothes to be washed [n -RIES] 

LEGENDS DEEGLNS LEGEND, unverified story from earlier times [n] 

LENDERS DEELNRS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

LENDING DEGILNN act of giving something temporarily [n -S] / LEND, to give temporary use of [v] 

LIGANDS ADGILNS LIGAND, type of ion or molecule [n] 

LINDANE ADEILNN insecticide [n -S] 

LINDENS DEILNNS LINDEN, tall forest tree [n] 

LINDIED DDEIILN LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINDIES DEIILNS LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S] 

MANDATE AADEMNT to authorize or decree [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MANDOLA AADLMNO ancient lute [n -S] 

MANDORA AADMNOR stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MANDREL ADELMNR shaft on which tool is mounted [n -S] 

MANDRIL ADILMNR mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n -S] 

MAUNDER ADEMNRU to talk incoherently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MEANDER ADEEMNR to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MEHNDIS DEHIMNS MEHNDI, art of painting patterns on skin with henna [n] 

MENDERS DEEMNRS MENDER, one that mends (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n] 

MENDIGO DEGIMNO freshwater fish [n -S] 

MENDING DEGIMNN accumulation of articles to be mended [n -S] / MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition) [v] 

MINDERS DEIMNRS MINDER, one that minds (to heed (to pay attention to)) [n] 

MINDFUL DFILMNU heedful (paying close attention) [adj] 

MINDING DGIIMNN MIND, to heed (to pay attention to) [v] 

MINDSET DEIMNST fixed mental attitude [n -S] 

MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S] 

MOUNDED DDEMNOU MOUND, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

MUNDANE ADEMNNU ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adj] 

NANDINA AADINNN Asian shrub [n -S] 

NANDINS ADINNNS NANDIN, evergreen shrub [n] 

NONDRIP DINNOPR that does not drip [adj] 

NONDRUG DGNNORU not involving drugs [adj] 

NOONDAY ADNNOOY noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

OBTUNDS BDNOSTU OBTUND, to deaden (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [v] 

OFFENDS DEFFNOS OFFEND, to commit offense [v] 

ORGANDY ADGNORY cotton fabric [n -DIES] 

OSMUNDA ADMNOSU osmund (any of genus of large ferns) [n -S] 

OSMUNDS DMNOSSU OSMUND, any of genus of large ferns [n] 

PANDANS AADNNPS PANDAN, pandanus (tropical plant) [n] 

PANDECT ACDENPT complete body of laws [n -S] 

PANDERS ADENPRS PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PANDIED ADDEINP PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PANDIES ADEINPS PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 
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PANDITS ADINPST PANDIT, wise or learned man in India [n] 

PANDOOR ADNOOPR pandour (marauding soldier) [n -S] 

PANDORA AADNOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDORE ADENOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDOUR ADNOPRU marauding soldier [n -S] 

PANDURA AADNPRU bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PENDANT ADENNPT hanging ornament [n -S] 

PENDENT DEENNPT pendant (hanging ornament) [n -S] 

PENDING DEGINNP PEND, to remain undecided or unsettled [v] 

PINDERS DEINPRS PINDER, official who formerly impounded stray animals [n] 

PLAFOND ADFLNOP elaborately decorated ceiling [n -S] 

PLUNDER DELNPRU to rob of goods by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POINDED DDEINOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

PONDERS DENOPRS PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

PONDING DGINNOP POND, to collect into pond (small body of water) [v] 

POUNDAL ADLNOPU unit of force [n -S] 

POUNDED DDENOPU POUND, to strike heavily and repeatedly [v] 

POUNDER DENOPRU one that pounds (to strike heavily and repeatedly) [n -S] 

PUNDITS DINPSTU PUNDIT, Hindu scholar [n] 

QINDARS ADINQRS QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUONDAM ADMNOQU that once was [adj] 

RANDANS AADNNRS RANDAN, boat rowed by three persons [n] 

RANDIER ADEINRR RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANDIES ADEINRS RANDY, rude person [n] 

RANDOMS ADMNORS RANDOM, haphazard course [n] 

REBINDS BDEINRS REBIND, to bind again [v] 

REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFINDS DEFINRS REFIND, to find again [v] 

REFUNDS DEFNRSU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REINDEX DEEINRX to index again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RELANDS ADELNRS RELAND, to land again [v] 

RELENDS DEELNRS RELEND, to lend again [v] 

REMANDS ADEMNRS REMAND, to send back [v] 

REMENDS DEEMNRS REMEND, to mend again [v] 

REMINDS DEIMNRS REMIND, to cause to remember [v] 

RENDERS DEENRRS RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENDING DEGINNR REND, to tear apart forcibly [v] 

RESENDS DEENRSS RESEND, to send again [v] 

REWINDS DEINRSW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

RIBANDS ABDINRS RIBAND, ribbon [n] 

RINDING DGIINNR RIND, to strip bark from [v] 

ROBANDS ABDNORS ROBAND, piece of yarn used to fasten sail [n] 

RONDEAU ADENORU short poem of fixed form [n -X] 

RONDELS DELNORS RONDEL, rondeau of 14 lines [n] 

RONDURE DENORRU circle or sphere [n -S] 

ROTUNDA ADNORTU round building [n -S] 
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ROUNDED DDENORU ROUND, to make round [v] 

ROUNDEL DELNORU round figure or object [n -S] 

ROUNDER DENORRU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] / tool for rounding [n -S] 

ROUNDLY DLNORUY in round (shaped like sphere) manner [adv] 

ROUNDUP DNOPRUU driving together of cattle scattered over range [n -S] 

RUNDLES DELNRSU RUNDLE, rung (crosspiece forming step of ladder) [n] 

RUNDLET DELNRTU small barrel [n -S] 

RUNDOWN DNNORUW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

SANDALS AADLNSS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDBAG AABDGNS to surround with bags of sand (loose granular rock material) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

SANDBAR AABDNRS ridge of sand formed in river or sea [n -S] 

SANDBOX ABDNOSX box containing sand for children to play in [n -ES] 

SANDBUR ABDNRSU annual herb [n -S] 

SANDDAB AABDDNS small flatfish [n -S] 

SANDERS ADENRSS SANDER, one that sands (to smooth by rubbing with abrasive) [n] 

SANDFLY ADFLNSY biting fly [n -LIES] 

SANDHIS ADHINSS SANDHI, process of phonetic modification [n] 

SANDHOG ADGHNOS worker who digs or works in sand [n -S] 

SANDIER ADEINRS SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDING ADGINNS SAND, to smooth by rubbing with abrasive [v] 

SANDLOT ADLNOST vacant lot [n -S] 

SANDMAN AADMNNS mythical person who makes children sleepy by sprinkling sand in their eyes [n -MEN] 

SANDPIT ADINPST pit dug in sandy soil [n -S] 

SCANDAL AACDLNS to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -LLED, ING, -LLING, -S] 

SCANDIA AACDINS oxide of scandium [n -S] 

SCANDIC ACCDINS SCANDIUM, metallic element [adj] 

SCENDED CDDEENS SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

SECONDE CDEENOS position in fencing [n -S] 

SECONDO CDENOOS lower part in piano duet [n -DI] 

SECONDS CDENOSS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SENDALS ADELNSS SENDAL, silk fabric [n] 

SENDERS DEENRSS SENDER, one that sends (to cause to go) [n] 

SENDING DEGINNS SEND, to cause to go [v] 

SENDOFF DEFFNOS farewell celebration [n -S] 

SENDUPS DENPSSU SENDUP, parody [n] 

SHINDIG DGHIINS elaborate dance or party [n -S] 

SHINDYS DHINSSY SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SLANDER ADELNRS to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLENDER DEELNRS thin (having relatively little density or thickness) [adj -ER, -EST] 

SOLANDS ADLNOSS SOLAND, solan (gannet (large seabird)) [n] 

SONDERS DENORSS SONDER, class of small yachts [n] 

SOUNDED DDENOSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOUNDER DENORSU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] / one that sounds (to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)) [n -S] 

SOUNDLY DLNOSUY in sound (being in good health or condition) manner [adv] 

SPANDEX ADENPSX synthetic elastic fiber [n -ES] 

SPENDER DEENPRS one that spends (to pay out) [n -S] 
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SPINDLE DEILNPS to impale on slender rod [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPINDLY DILNPSY long and slender [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPONDEE DEENOPS type of metrical foot [n -S] 

STANDBY ABDNSTY one that can be relied on [n -S] 

STANDEE ADEENST one who stands because of lack of seats [n -S] 

STANDER ADENRST one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

STANDUP ADNPSTU comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n -S] 

STOUNDS DNOSSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 

STRANDS ADNRSST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

SUNDAES ADENSSU SUNDAE, dish of ice cream served with topping [n] 

SUNDECK CDEKNSU deck that is exposed to sun [n -S] 

SUNDERS DENRSSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNDEWS DENSSUW SUNDEW, marsh plant [n] 

SUNDIAL ADILNSU type of time-telling device [n -S] 

SUNDOGS DGNOSSU SUNDOG, small rainbow [n] 

SUNDOWN DNNOSUW to experience nighttime confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWINDLE DEILNSW to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SWOUNDS DNOSSUW SWOUND, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

SYNDETS DENSSTY SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n] 

SYNDICS CDINSSY SYNDIC, business agent [n] 

TAMANDU AADMNTU tamandua (arboreal anteater) [n -S] 

TANDEMS ADEMNST TANDEM, bicycle built for two [n] 

TANDOOR ADNOORT clay oven [n -I, -S] 

TEENDOM DEEMNOT teenagers collectively [n -S] 

TENDERS DEENRST TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENDING DEGINNT TEND, to be disposed or inclined [v] 

TENDONS DENNOST TENDON, band of tough, fibrous tissue [n] 

TENDRIL DEILNRT leafless organ of climbing plants [n -S] 

THUNDER DEHNRTU to produce loud, resounding sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TINDERS DEINRST TINDER, readily combustible material [n] 

TINDERY DEINRTY TINDER, readily combustible material [adj] 

TRENDED DDEENRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TRINDLE DEILNRT to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v -ED, -LING, -S] 

TRUNDLE DELNRTU to propel by causing to rotate [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TUNDISH DHINSTU receptacle for molten metal [n -ES] 

TUNDRAS ADNRSTU TUNDRA, level, treeless expanse of arctic land [n] 

UNBENDS BDENNSU UNBEND, to make or allow to become straight [v] 

UNBINDS BDINNSU UNBIND, to free from bindings [v] 

UNDATED ADDENTU not dated (to determine or record date of) [adj] 

UNDERDO DDENORU to do insufficiently [v -DID, -NE, -ING, -ES] 

UNDERGO DEGNORU to be subjected to [v -RWENT, -NE, -ING, -ES] 

UNDINES DEINNSU UNDINE, female water spirit [n] 

UNDOCKS CDKNOSU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 

UNDOERS DENORSU UNDOER, one that undoes (to bring to ruin) [n] 

UNDOING DGINNOU cause of ruin [n -S] / UNDO, to bring to ruin [v] 

UNDRAPE ADENPRU to strip of drapery [v -D, -PING, -S] 
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UNDRAWN ADNNRUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNDRAWS ADNRSUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNDRESS DENRSSU to remove one's clothing [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -ST] 

UNDREST DENRSTU UNDRESS, to remove one's clothing [v] 

UNDRIED DDEINRU not dried (to make dry) [adj] 

UNDRUNK DKNNRUU not swallowed (to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach) [adj] 

UNDULAR ADLNRUU undulating [adj] 

UNDYING DGINNUY not subject to death [adj] 

UNENDED DDEENNU not ended (to terminate) [adj] 

UNHANDS ADHNNSU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNHANDY ADHNNUY difficult to handle [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNWINDS DINNSUW UNWIND, to reverse winding of [v] 

UPBINDS BDINPSU UPBIND, to bind completely [v] 

UPENDED DDEENPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPLANDS ADLNPSU UPLAND, higher land of region [n] 

UPSENDS DENPSSU UPSEND, to send upward [v] 

UPWINDS DINPSUW UPWIND, wind that blows against one's course [n] 

VANDALS AADLNSV VANDAL, one who willfully destroys or defaces property [n] 

VANDYKE ADEKNVY short, pointed beard [n -S]  

VENDACE ACDEENV European fish [n -S] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENDERS DEENRSV VENDER, vendor (seller (one that sells (sell))) [n] 

VENDING DEGINNV VEND, to sell (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration) [v] 

VENDORS DENORSV VENDOR, seller (one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration)) [n] 

VENDUES DEENSUV VENDUE, public sale [n] 

VERANDA AADENRV type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -S] 

WAKANDA AAADKNW supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n -S] 

WANDERS ADENRSW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

WENDIGO DEGINOW windigo (evil demon in Algonquian mythology) [n -ES, -S] 

WENDING DEGINNW WEND, to proceed along [v] 

WESSAND ADENSSW weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WETLAND ADELNTW land containing much soil moisture [n -S] 

WINDAGE ADEGINW effect of wind (air in natural motion) on projectile [n -S] 

WINDBAG ABDGINW talkative person [n -S] 

WINDERS DEINRSW WINDER, one that winds (to pass around object or fixed center) [n] 

WINDIER DEIINRW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINDIGO DGIINOW evil demon in Algonquian mythology [n -ES, -S] 

WINDILY DIILNWY in windy (marked by strong wind) manner [adv] 

WINDING DGIINNW material wound about object [n -S] / WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [v] 

WINDLED DDEILNW WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINDLES DEILNSW WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINDOWS DINOSWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WINDOWY DINOWWY having many windows [adj] 

WINDROW DINORWW to arrange as hay or grain in long rows [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WINDUPS DINPSUW WINDUP, conclusion [n] 

WINDWAY ADINWWY passage for air [n -S] 
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WONDERS DENORSW WONDER, to have feeling of curiosity or doubt [v] 

WOUNDED DDENOUW WOUND, WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [v] 

YONDERS DENORSY YONDER, far distance [n] 

ZANDERS ADENRSZ ZANDER, freshwater fish [n] 

 

7s end -ND 

ABSCOND ABCDNOS to depart suddenly and secretly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AGROUND ADGNORU on ground [adv] 

ARMBAND AABDMNR band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body) [n -S] 

ASTOUND ADNOSTU to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BADLAND AABDDLN barren, hilly area [n -S] 

BARTEND ABDENRT to tend barroom [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAUSOND ABDNOSU having white marks [adj] 

BOGLAND ABDGLNO area of boggy land [n -S] 

BOOKEND BDEKNOO to place something at either end of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRIGAND ABDGINR bandit (robber (one that robs (rob))) [n -S] 

COFOUND CDFNOOU to found jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMMAND ACDMMNO to direct with authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMMEND CDEMMNO to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPEND CDEMNOP brief summary [n -S] 

CONTEND CDENNOT to vie (to strive for superiority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COWBIND BCDINOW species of bryony [n -S] 

COWHAND ACDHNOW ranch worker [n -S] 

DEODAND ADDDENO property forfeited to crown under former English law [n -S] 

DESCEND CDDEENS to come or go down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESPOND DDENOPS to lose spirit or hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIAMOND ADDIMNO to adorn with diamonds (precious gems) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISBAND ABDDINS to break up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPEND DDEINPS to squander (to spend wastefully) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTEND DDEINST to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DROMOND DDMNOOR large fast-sailing medieval galley [n -S] 

DRYLAND ADDLNRY arid region [n -S] 

ENWOUND DENNOUW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

EXPOUND DENOPUX to explain in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXSCIND CDEINSX to cut out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FACIEND ACDEFIN number to be multiplied by another [n -S] 

FENLAND ADEFLNN marshy ground [n -S] 

FORFEND DEFFNOR to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GARLAND AADGLNR to deck with wreaths of flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GODSEND DDEGNOS unexpected boon [n -S] 

GORMAND ADGMNOR gourmand (one who loves to eat) [n -S] 

HATBAND AABDHNT band worn on hat [n -S] 

HEADEND ADDEEHN facility that receives and distributes communications signals [n -S] 

HOLLAND ADHLLNO cotton fabric [n -S] 

HUSBAND ABDHNSU to spend wisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPOUND DIMNOPU to seize and retain in legal custody [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INBOUND BDINNOU to put basketball in play from out of bounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INWOUND DINNOUW INWIND, to enwind (to wind around) [v] 

IRACUND ACDINRU easily angered [adj] 

LALLAND AADLLLN lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n -S] 

LOWLAND ADLLNOW area of land lying lower than adjacent country [n -S] 

MANKIND ADIKMNN human race [n MANKIND, -S] 

MIDLAND ADDILMN middle part of country [n -S] 

MINUEND DEIMNNU number from which another is to be subtracted [n -S] 

MISBIND BDIIMNS to bind imperfectly [v -BOUND, -ING, -S] 

MISSEND DEIMNSS to send (to cause to go) incorrectly [v -SSENT, -ING, -S] 

MISTEND DEIMNST to tend to improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NORLAND ADLNNOR region in north [n -S] 

OFFHAND ADFFHNO without preparation [adv] 

OPERAND ADENOPR quantity on which mathematical operation is performed [n -S] 

OROTUND DNOORTU full and clear in sound [adj] 

OUTFIND DFINOTU to surpass in finding [v -FOUND, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAND ADLNOTU foreign land [n -S] 

OUTWIND DINOTUW to cause to be out of breath [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERPEND DEENPPR to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORTEND DENOPRT to serve as omen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBEND BDEENPR clergyman's stipend [n -S] 

PREBIND BDEINPR to bind beforehand [v -BOUND, -ING, -S] 

PREFUND DEFNPRU to fund beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETEND DEENPRT to assume or display false appearance of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROBAND ABDNOPR one whose reactions or responses are studied [n -S] 

PROPEND DENOPPR to have tendency toward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEND DENOPRT to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBLEND BDEELNR to blend again [v -ED, -NT, -ING, -S] 

REBOUND BDENORU REBIND, to bind again [v] / to spring back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBRAND ABDENRR to change corporate image of company [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDOUND DDENORU to have effect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFOUND DEFNORU REFIND, to find again [v] / to found again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRIND DEGINRR to grind again [v  -ROUND, -ING, -S] 

RESCIND CDEINRS to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOUND DENORSU to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOND DENOPRS to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWOUND DENORUW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

RIBBAND ABBDINR long, narrow strip used in shipbuilding [n -S] 

RIMLAND ADILMNR outlying area [n -S] 

STIPEND DEINPST fixed sum of money paid periodically [n -S] 

SUBTEND BDENSTU to extend under or opposite to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUMMAND ADMMNSU addend (number to be added to another) [n -S] 

SUNLAND ADLNNSU area marked by great amount of sunshine [n -S] 

SUSPEND DENPSSU to cause to stop for period [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOWMOND DMNOOTW year (period of time consisting of 365 or 366 days) [n -S] 

TOYLAND ADLNOTY toy industry [n -S] 
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TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

UNBLIND BDILNNU to free from blindness or illusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBOUND BDNNOUU UNBIND, to free from bindings [v] 

UNFOUND DFNNOUU not found (to come upon after search) [adj] 

UNROUND DNNORUU to articulate without rounding lips [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSOUND DNNOSUU not sound (being in good health or condition) [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNWOUND DNNOUUW UNWIND, to reverse winding of [v] 

UPBOUND BDNOPUU UPBIND, to bind completely [v] 

UPSTAND ADNPSTU to stand up on one's feet [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

UPTREND DENPRTU tendency upward or toward growth [n -S] 

WEASAND AADENSW throat [n -S] 

WEAZAND AADENWZ weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WEEKEND DEEEKNW to spend weekend (end of week) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

YEAREND ADEENRY end of year [n -S] 

 


